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INCANDESCENCE

Amulets protect your
horses on their long drive
home in rain. Return from 
battle carrying your shield
or carried on it. Breathe, still.
The earth is made of fossil
and of metal, but you,
you are alive for now.

Lambskins guard the 
innocents who look for
love in dirty taverns,
bearing swill in hand, not
keeping both hands self-side.

In the Roman empire,
cities fan out, drawn to
lamps across the highway,
birds you see in cypress,
flutes you hear through rainclouds.

You must not say sorry
for your incandescence.
For you, to breathe is to shout.

TUCKER LIEBERMAN

Now that the ages known as
marriage and divorce have passed,
now that you are
some other kind of soldier,
the crow who spoke to you
in childhood
may speak to you again,
rasping its oracle.

Sundial closes arc of daylight.
What shield are you carrying now,
what do you reflect?
Look. Sunset. Earth on fire.
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DISASSEMBLY
DIE BOOTH

The television buzzes to life. 

A bass-line begins, wobbling electronically until underpinned by spikes of  
a guitar.

The scene onscreen fades in: an animated stage, economical and faithfully 
rendered in sleek greyscale. The rear wall is comprised of screens, each spitting 
white noise. In the centre of the stage is a chrome dance pole.

A figure comes into shot, emerging from behind the camera. It is tall and 
bulky, and has a bald pate encircled by horizontally sprouting hair. The shot 
follows the figure to a seat in the front row where it sits. It pans around to show 
that its face is that of a clown in makeup with a foam nose and a baggy one-piece 
suit with pom-poms down the front.

Wide angle. The music settles into a chugging beat. Another figure enters 
from backstage, a man in the traditional magician’s garb of top hat and tails. He 
is barefoot. His greyscale skin is white. He carries a wand, black with white tips, 
which he holds up between his first two fingers, pushing them together until the 
wand diminishes into nothing. On camera two, the clown does not react. 

Another electronic layer insinuates into the music. 

The magician pulls off first one white glove and then the other by their 
fingertips. He stuffs them into one hand and lets fly a dove. 

The smoke-screened televisions crackle into zigzagging lines, consolidate 
into images of flying birds, duplicated one-hundred-fold.

He removes his top hat and displays the inside - empty. Twirling in an arc 
around the stage he flings it into the auditorium where it disappears, mid-air, and 
rain falls on a clutch of empty seats. Camera three shows a brief close-up of his 
face. The music grinds. He carries on dancing. His jacket comes off in a matador 
twirl that turns it to a cloud of black butterflies. He stalks the edge of the stage. 
His body jerks to the music. The rear wall shows hundreds of tiny replicated 
magicians in animated stop-motion.

Contra-zoom in on the clown: his face is still but the banks of seats behind 
him seem to pull away at speed. Camera two shows a close-up of the clown

in profile that switches to the magician in profile. It gives the impression that 
they are face-to-face. The shot tightens in on the magician’s lips which are 
glossy and slightly parted. The screened images in the background shake and 
break into static, reform into little magician puppets, dancing on strings. The 
close-up moves to the magician’s hands, undoing shirt studs with deliberate and 
terpsichorean languor. The screens show multiplied cherry trees, their blossom 
shaking free in storm winds. High pan shot of the mostly-empty theatre, galleries 
and wings swimming in inked shadow. The clown’s bald spot shows a white 
target. Onstage the magician places a hand on the dance pole and paces around 
it. His hand moves slowly, up and down. He now wears only a g-string which 
the illustrated highlighting indicates to be made of satin. The music has reached 
a bridge of throbbing electronic bass. As guitar thrusts back in, the young man 
executes a graceful spin around the pole. The spotlight glints off his Brilliantine 
hair. The television images implode in snow; explode in darkness, with the 
suggestion of dark things moving. The music follows his display around the 
dance pole. He hooks his thumbs into his elastic waistband. Camera two shows 
that the clown remains still. He does not lean forward or applaud or lick his lips. 
His pancake face is too expressionless to even suggest boredom. The lights from 
the television screens flicker in his motionless eyes. 

Onstage the magician, naked, silhouetted against a wall of cinematic flame, 
raises his hands. Electric feedback saws the guitar track in half. He runs his hands 
over his chest. He runs his fingertips up and down his sternum, until the white 
illustrated skin parts. He curls his fingertips beneath the meat, slips his fingers 
inside and pulls, like taking off a robe. He peels away the flesh with its Rubicon 
of veins. Steps fluidly out of himself and carries on dancing, as behind him the 
flames rage.

Wide-shot, camera one. The music is a harsh crescendo. The clown in the 
front row stands silently and walks out of the auditorium. 

The flaming backdrop dies to static ashes, on repeat. The music cuts to 
echoing quiet, pulsing with a post-sonic hiss. The skeleton bends and picks up its 
skin and drapes it over its arm.

Magic exits, stage-left.
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FROM ‘SPRING SUITE’

Birds singing in autumn
‘why does he bloom so late?’

they burn like dreams in the light of the sun
feathers fine now ruined
too fiercely enflamed for the wind to carry
they are a cage of burning hopes

He walks again on the same path
gazing upon the dying spring
with joy clasped tightly in his fist

in the light of summer
below winter moons
he walks on
balancing on the border between said and unsaid
tears are best plucked at night
when ice lines the leaves of spring

the earth smiles at him
as if as young as he
even the eyes of the blind can smile
he looks down and keeps walking
the earth trusts him to always return

OSCAR PHILIPPE

to the den in his belly
full of leaps of faith
is the warmth that you give

In the joy of eternal and complete love
innocent cubs risk everything
one by one by one
for love and safety
in a fox’s burrow

and then your face
drawn out across the pillows
softness and malice intermingled
neck, muscles, fingers, and curls
drawing themselves upwards in the light
He is unfazed by beating hearts
He wants to pull you together
and carry you in his womb
He wants to pin you down
push you forwards
and love you freely

He wants to pull you under
beat you awake
and paint you in gold and silence

He wants to pick up the shards
carry them in his heart
and let its beats reunite them

5 6
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*

Blood runs in waves with his breath
showers his teeth with yellow
and burns his tongue with bitter love
still pulsating as he spits it out
it sprays over the tiles, mirror and water
covers the soap that will wash it away
reflection upon reflection of lust
disguised by the bubbles and slime
and the bitter taste of love that gushes
in anger that cannot be stopped

Caught
in that moment of weakness
comfortably slipping into his own surrender
his lips turn rubbery
stringy with coagulated devotion
as he whispers:

‘Let us eat our own anxiety breath by breath
large, heavy, torn pieces
Rip my skin so I don’t have to
Crush the bones between our jaws
Release your chest and let your ribs crack
Put every bite where there’s already pressure
Binge me
suckle my fantasies dry
even though every yawn turns into emotional vomit
on our burst bodies
We will never feel full
It is our souls who are hungry’

A murdered plate with its white insides revealed
shards of black sinking in the parquet
impossible to move now
the chairs are spread through the rooms
no one hiding the shards of anger

*

The roof on the other side of the yard shines black with wet
I want to bask in that rain
where no one can see me
in the dusk where I belong

In the cold of the black shining surface
where the raindrops hit me first
before the leaves and the windows
before time
and the beginning of emptiness

I have a memory of rains before this one
A cold memory of the time before you
that soothes the burning shell around my fire
the fire inside me alive again just like it was
before time
and the beginning of emptiness

I want to see the clouds from above
I want to meet the rain before it hits me
in the sky where I belong

7 8
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I will proudly burn
and return to everlasting darkness
if only to know
that I left some beauty in this world
in my attempt to keep the light alive
after the folly of my betters

Long since have I harkened
to that which is named evil
for without winter
where is the beauty in spring?

among the wet and the grey wind
where I strike first

*

For the Prince wears the crown
while the King still lives

I surrender to art all that I am
and all that I will be

to be rotting from the inside
bloated with wishes
and oaths unfulfilled
We all love what falls apart
and the remnants of what was
Thinly veiled under new stars
is the ancient darkness

I swore an oath
under the Valar and Valier
under the stars and
over the soil
I swore fealty to the earth
and determined exile
until death take him
or my work is done
and I intend to keep it
even if it becomes my undoing
and my death
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“...”*

*This is how my body aches:
a dying star wishing for nebulae;
an anomaly in every telescope.
Light-years failed to suffice 
in measuring all time and space 
between us. If I called at lightspeed
we'd both be dead before your reply;
your reply was static. I heard Chang'e
carve my ears, in pointing at her beauty
I was jealous of. Look at my sunspots. 
Point at them to hear loneliness cut.

LUNE LOH
A ROOM OF HER OWN

LYNSEY LANCASTER

Would he come today? Yes, she was sure he would. What day was it? Monday? 
Tuesday? She was aware of the regular tick-tocking of the clock, with its 
almost subliminal buzz and the relentless sweep of its hands – the only motion 
in the room separating change from stasis. She thought of John and their last 
conversation; it still ran around her head like a film loop.  

Compare prices check out Confused.com.

He didn’t mean the things he said – those things about leaving her, I mean. 
All couples go through a few sticky patches, don’t they? Still, she was aware that 
things had not moved on since then. Not progressed.

    The morning crept by glacially, nanosecond after endless nanosecond it 
quietly bled into afternoon, by which time, the soporific hum of distant traffic 
seemed to quieten, as if soothed by the warming of the late spring sunshine.

This poor defenceless creature was abandoned, but for just three pounds a 
month you could make a real difference.

Ruefully, she reflected. It seemed that she did little but reflect on how things 
were. Seemingly powerless to act, to affect, her renowned ability to shape 
situations had now deserted her.

Would John come today? Surely, he would.

Been injured in an accident that wasn’t your fault? Call today.

As the afternoon wore on, mellow sunshine illuminated her pale, passive 
features; blank but masking so many emotions, so many anxieties. 

Just where was John? Yes, they had argued that morning, but it wasn’t that 
big a quarrel. Surely?

Once again time deserted her. She didn’t know whether it was day or night, 
or even what day it was. It was light again; she knew that much at least. Slowly, 
she became aware of an unwelcome and deadening sensation: John had not come 
to her again.

You owe it to your loved ones not to leave funeral costs to them. Call today.
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At last John was beside her.

‘You’re here,’ she said smiling for the first time in three years, as she took her 
husband’s hand. 

She knew he would come. 

She just knew it.

I’m the Wichita Lineman and I’m still on the line. I need you more than want 
you, and I want you for all time.

Why, why, why had John not come to her? It just made no sense. She 
retreated deep within herself, seeking out her secret sanctuaries before once 
again surrendering to the oblivion of sleep.

Sounds roused her. She became aware of murmuring and footsteps which 
paused outside her door. The door opened and a jet of cool air rushed into the 
foetid atmosphere of her room. 

Shadows fell across her face. What was it? Is it John? Is he here?

And her face at first just ghostly, turned a whiter shade of pale. She said there 
is no reason, and the truth is plain to see.

‘Tragic’ said a figure in white. 

‘Yes’ replied the second.

‘Persistent vegetative coma, and all because the selfish bastard in the other 
car chose to drive drunk.’

‘There’s no hope then?’

‘No.’

‘But it just seems so...’

‘No, I’m afraid it’s time.’

‘On my word turn off the machine please.’

‘As you wish doctor’

‘Now.’

There followed a metallic click and then the quiet of the isolation ward was 
shattered by an elongated beeping tone. Time slowed. The two looked at each 
other for an eternal second, then at their watches.

‘I’m calling it. Time of death: 15:45.’

‘Oh, what about the...’

‘The bedside radio? Turn it off.’
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FREE RADICALS
LYNSEY LANCASTER

12th of February 1959

‘So, you see, when the heel of the oppressor’s jackboot presses down upon the 
neck of the proletariat, then a violent struggle may well be the only remaining 
option,’ declared Cressida.

‘Good grief!’ said Mavis, ‘Another scone?’ 

The two friends, both students at the London school of Economics, were 
taking time out from lectures for their regular Thursday afternoon tea in the elite 
London restaurant of Fortnum and Masons.

‘Does your dad know about Max?’ quizzed Mavis.

‘Of course not. You know daddy. He can be awfully stuffy about these things, 
but he’ll come around.’

‘Really, Cres?’ she enquired, ‘It seems to me, as one of the country’s major 
owners of the means of production, he may not be too keen on Max’s views on 
handing it over to the ‘Party’.’

Cressida stirred her tea and became unconvincingly fascinated by her cream 
scones.

When they had met, Mavis had been flattered that someone so seemingly 
glamorous would take such a shine to her.  She hailed from a middle-class 
family in the retail trade, whom had instilled a work ethic and a level-headed 
approach to life’s choices in Mavis. Cressida was different - doted on by a 
wealthy family who, perhaps, might have been a little firm in the raising of their 
beloved beautiful daughter. Cressida, for her part, had found herself drawn to the 
maturity of Mavis. So sensible, so grounded, with a seeming ability to hit the nail 
on the head without so much as taking aim.    

* 

The next day, in the refectory of the London School of Economics, Max once 
again held court. When he spoke, his dark fierce eyes glowed with passion. 
His broad Yorkshire accent and dropped aitches told of a humble background, 
which had been no handicap to his evident academic talents. He breezed through

his 11 plus exam, before going on to become a precocious talent at his local 
grammar school and eventually securing a scholarship to the London School of 
Economics.

He was, however, always secretly conscious of the fact that his peers were 
from more privileged backgrounds than he. As though somehow donning armour 
against this vulnerability, he sought refuge in radical left-wing politics; coming 
to savour a warm glow that came from being a member of a small exclusive 
cognoscenti, which perhaps, led him to push too far into those arcane worlds.

It was in the school’s debating society where he truly established his reputation. 
He spoke with rare eloquence, and missionary zeal. He had come to be regarded 
as its rising star.  Cressida had fallen under his spell almost immediately. Her 
privileged world of protocols, family obligation and finely nuanced relationships 
seemed effete and old fashioned in the presence of this ‘force of nature’. Now in 
the refectory, a rapt audience experienced the same spellbinding power of his flat 
vowels and Northern tones.

‘So you see, there's nowt to be done. It’s the inevitable outcome o’t dialectic 
process as described by Marx, and it’s futile to resist,’ he asserted.

Turning to Cressida, his indictment was damning, ‘Your father is typical 
of that class of capitalist hyenas who have amassed their private wealth by 
exploiting the labour of the poor! No offence.’

‘None taken!’ huffed Cressida, failing to disguise her hurt.

It should be noted that Max had a rival. Not only for the attentions of Cressida, 
but also politically. His name was Nigel Danvers. Danvers came from a well to 
do family - some might have said Aristocratic - family. His father was a major 
landowner, but none of that deterred him from working hard on his left-wing 
credentials. Some saw this, perhaps unkindly, as part fashion statement and part 
rebellion against his patriarch. It seemed he bore a kind of studied scruffiness, 
donning a shapeless great coat and sporting a form of perma-stubble which never 
became a beard. He was often seen carrying his totemic volume, a suspiciously 
pristine copy of ‘Das Capital’ which he pretended to read on the train.

‘Really Cress, what do you see in Max? He’s a fake, an empty vessel.’

‘What do you mean? You’ve heard him speak, he’s...’

‘All right he has a little talent for oratory, but there’s no substance there.’
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the men seemingly all smoked roll-up cigarettes.  For most people it was a land 
of coal fires, bad food, and shoddy furniture bought on hire purchase.  It was also 
a nation characterised by an innate deference to authority and the ruling classes. 
But if those ruling elites had cared to stop complaining for long enough about 
this new noisy, class of unruly students, they may just have been able to detect 
the sounds of the British Empire collapsing around them.

‘Nice day for a protest Max,’ quipped Nigel.

‘Aye well lets ‘ope it doesn’t turn into another meaningless waddle,’ he 
replied.

‘What do you mean?’ asked Nigel. 

‘Oppression can’t be defeated by a few placards and a couple o’ choruses of 
Kumbaya.’

‘What’s needed is direct, and yes, if necessary, violent action,’ asserted Max.

Nigel stared at him, ‘Max you’re an extremist.’

‘No Nigel, just a revolutionary. Look it up in yer book!’

Shortly after 10 o’clock the march moved off. The mood of the marchers was 
both ebullient and righteous. Strains of ‘We Shall Overcome’ could be heard 
reverberating through the chill February air, accompanied by the sounds of 
whistling, drumming and chanting. Twenty minutes later, the marchers caught 
their first sight of a navy-blue blockade ahead. A police line barring the way.  
The first wave of the marchers smashed up against the cordon, followed by 
the middle and rear guard. Washing up against the human barrier like breakers 
against a granite cliff.

A stand-off, taunts began to ring out against the police.

‘Pigs!’

‘Capitalist lackies!’

‘When the bomb comes, it’ll be your kids too!’

Max instantly realised he had found his stage. He seized the moment and 
turned his back to the police cordon to address the throng.

‘You see before you the very personification of oppression. Peaceful protest 
being brutally snuffed out!’

‘Why on Earth do you say that?’ asked Cressida.

‘Look, last year he said he was an Anarchist. What was that damn phrase he 
was always quoting?’

‘All property is theft.’

‘Until someone stole his bike,’ Nigel interrupts, ‘So, he couldn’t go to the 
meetings anymore.’

‘Actually, Nigel, it was simply that I realised Anarchism is both passé and a 
flawed concept,’ came an unexpected voice.

‘Oh look, it’s Max, the lion of the refectory,’ mocked Nigel.

‘Guten Tag, Nigel. Finished that book yet?’ gibed Max

‘Cressida what are you doing with this guy?’ Nigel emphasised, a whisper.

‘Nigel don’t’ she hissed.

‘You do know Max isn’t his real name?’

‘Actually, I think you’ll find most of the famous revolutionaries had adopted 
names,’ countered Max.

‘It’s Reg. He thinks Max sounds a bit like Marx,’ he scoffed.

‘Well Trotsky, are you coming on the anti-nuclear march tomorrow or what?’ 
challenged Max.

‘Oh, I’ll be there, don’t worry. Wouldn’t miss it for the world.’

‘Well don’t forget your lucky gonk will yer,’ he mocked.

‘Bloody Trotskyite revisionist!’ thought Max.

‘Damned armchair anarchist!’ thought Nigel.

15th of February 1959

It was little under a year since the first Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CND) 
march to Aldermaston. Britain was still a country recovering from the privations 
of post war austerity. The times had a monochrome feel to them. All the women 
seemed to be swaddled in coats and headscarves bought from a catalogue, and
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Cressida coughed out a wine gum and thought, ‘Brutally snuffed out?’ 

‘Rise up! Rise up! Workers of the world, unitel, we ave nowt to lose but our 
chains.’

‘Workers Max? You haven’t even got a job!’ protested Nigel.

‘Shut it Trotsky, the revolution starts ‘ere,’ he rasped.

Missiles began to fly. Stones, placards, and coins all began to rain down on 
the Police cordon. An officer fell to the ground, blood pouring from his face. 
The shouts amplified and grew ever more frenzied. Suddenly, the police cordon 
disintegrated, and officers ran into the crowd, wielding truncheons and seizing 
likely ring leaders. Nigel tripped over his own placard and knocked himself out. 
A burly policeman made a lunge for Max. He swung Cressida between himself 
and the officer, and the pair of them tumbled to the ground in an untidy heap.

‘Bloody ‘ell that’s it. I’m off!’ shouted Max, and he fled the pursuing officers 
- bowling over a mother and child holding hands. 

Cressida, in tears, was handcuffed and led away. 

*

It was the following Thursday and nothing, not even a few hours behind bars, 
was going to keep Cressida from her and Mavis’ treasured weekly afternoon tea.

‘So, what happened then?’ enquired Mavis.

‘Well, Daddy paid the bail here I am.’

‘And what came of your erstwhile lover, our working-class hero Max?’ she 
pressed, teasingly.

Cressida didn’t answer but became once again unduly fascinated by her scones. 
Mavis fancied that perhaps she detected a faint pink glow of embarrassment 
upon her friend’s cheek, but she said nothing. They were English, after all.

*

Next day, in the refectory, Nigel (who was sporting a head wound dressing so 
large in volume that it looked comic) and Mavis sat drinking frothy coffees 
mulling over the events of the last week.

‘So, the great union between plutocrat and proletarian, it seems, has 

foundered,’ pronounced Nigel, ‘Cressida and Max are no more. So, what’s 
Cressida’s take on all this?’

‘Apparently, she described it to her dad as a storm in a tea cup,’ explained 
Mavis, ‘And apparently, she called Max nothing more than a jumped-up working-
class windbag.’

‘Oh wow,’ chuckled Nigel unable to conceal his delight.

‘And Max accused her of being a self-indulgent, pampered little Daddy’s 
girl,’ said Nigel.

‘Oh dear,’ laughed Mavis, ‘Do you know where Cres is now?’

‘Skiing in Val D’Isere. Apparently she’s gone to find herself - lie low for a 
while; at least until her father calms down a little.’

‘Poor thing,’ said Mavis, scarcely disguising her sarcasm, ‘More coffee?’

‘Why not,’ replied Nigel.
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THEY CALLED HIM 
WOODCUTTER FOR A 

REASON, HANSEL
MERCURY MARVIN SUNDERLAND

They called him woodcutter for a reason, Hansel.

That’s the part of the story they never tell. Oh, sure, they tell the story of the 
breadcrumbs leading to the candy house and the horrible witch who tried to eat 
you. But they never talk about how father hurt us. The world could be covered 
in nothing but marbles and breadcrumbs, or eaten by birds again, but nothing 
in this candy house will ever change the way that he was glory washed. We’re 
deep in the forest with the place of sugar glass windows. He sliced my body up 
in ways you never had to deal with. I can’t stitch myself with candyfloss to heal 
those wounds.

Your footprints don’t disappear like breadcrumbs. They’re like the tree 
stumps of a forest cut down. Woodcutter goes and he’ll hurt more and more than 
just me. But you'll all just normalize it. They like the bright side of things, you 
know? Who cares that he cut up my body in a way that’ll never heal? Who cares 
that he’ll continue to cut up bodies? Wasn’t he kind to you? It’s not like you were 
the tree he chopped. Even though you saw him do it. Even though you sat there 
and normalized it. Living under a gingerbread roof. As long as you can eat those 
chocolate singles and pretend this world is alright, like you can eat away the 
past. But none of that changes the blood on your hands, it looks like red frosting 
but no amount of sweetness sugar-coats what happened. Who cares that he’s one 
of the many that deforests our land? The wrapping paper gets stained rose-colour 
from rose-flavoured candies, you bite and enjoy it, but your mouth is stained a 
deeper shade of red. Who cares that the world is shaking and that only those 
who’ve been cut down feel the tremors?

They called him woodcutter for a reason, Hansel.

Can’t you see the splinters in me?
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SNIPS + SNAILS + PUPPY 
D O G TA I L S

hello and welcome to
your gender reveal party
we'll shoot up the sky in pink
let your body bleed to the ground
you're a failure since ultrasound

hello and welcome to
your gender reveal party
you’re such sugar + spice + everything nice
sugar isn't the same as salt
snips + snails + puppy dog tails

hello and welcome to
your gender reveal party
a toast to you in pink cyanide
drink to eating disorders + sexual assault + suicide
this is a party, don’t you see

hello and welcome to
your gender reveal party
what a pretty girl you are
forget-me-nots + bluebells + cornflowers
string into your hair

MERCURY MARVIN SUNDERLAND

hello and welcome to
your gender reveal party
tell butterfly that he is a caterpillar
you’ll never spread your wings
snips + snails + puppy dog tails

(remember when you wanted cinnamon toast as a kid + you had to make 
new cinnamon sugar but you misread the spice cabinet + your mother 
came downstairs + asked why you were eating cumin on toast? that was the 
grossest toast you ever ate)
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(capitalism excuses everything / that's why fake pockets aren't sexist, they tell 
you / that’s why people who wear feminine clothing have to pay more / because 
why not sell them purses too + it's not like they're expensive or anything)

(remember when you were in middle school + you were wearing those black 
cargo pants covered with pockets + you asked your brother, "hey, can you hold 
this for me?" + he says, "why, your pants are covered in pockets" + you say, 
"they're fake" + then he goes all like, "WHAT. WHY ARE THEY FAKE?" + he 
wouldn't stop yelling for days about how fake pockets were the stupidest thing 
he'd ever heard of + why would anyone ever make fake pockets + why would 
a pair of pants be covered in fake pockets / he was probably the only cis male 
you ever saw get upset over fake pockets / all the other cis men you knew kept 
repeating the excuse of capitalism)

(you find capitalist excuses pathetic because you are transgender + good golly 
capitalism hates transgender people + your meds are expensive + did you know 
that it doesn't actually cost doctors thousands or millions of dollars to repair you? 
the medical industry has become a capitalist hellhole)

(capitalism targets anyone who shops in women's sections + it targets transgender 
/ nonbinary people + it targets people of color + it targets disabled people + 
it targets fat people + it targets mentally ill people / it is the bar that holds 
the marginalized under a heavy foot + makes sure we're struggling too much 
financially to rebel / but also this boot is not equal / it presses the hardest on 
people of color / particularly on black and native people)

(you wanted to be the first female president + then you grew up + discovered 
that american presidency is just a modified version of an english kingdom +  it 
was hard for you to accept / it took a long time to accept but that's how it is / 
sometimes the harsh world realities are hard to accept + good jupiter of the skies 
that's been a hard thing for you to understand / besides you’re a man anyway)

(+ the president is a sexual predator + he literally admitted to grabbing by sexual 
organs / he's not the only one / lincoln + others were predators too / as a sexual 
violence survivor you've grown tired of the way liberals try to tell you the world 
is a good place / a fair place / how they try to tell you you're being extreme by 
calling milo yiannopoulos a nazi + how you should give trump a chance)

(heaven and hell are real / but you're not going to either) + you believe in

(there was once a time when pink was for boys + blue was for girls because the 
virgin mary wore blue + pink is a softer version of red / go back even farther 
and neither were gendered / there once was a time when children only wore 
white dresses + they were easy to clean up / you should be easy to clean up but 
you've been shot / you've been shot with pink you've been shot with pink you've 
been shot with pink since birth ow ow ow / you have been bleeding all over the 
sidewalk + no one bothers to help you)

(you have to be perfect / perfect daughter daughter daughter daughter you wear 
big fluffy dresses + you comb your hair  + you play with dolls + you love disney 
movies + you love drawing cats + you love pink / pretty girl pretty girl pretty 
girl with a damn good singing voice / perfect daughter wants to be america's first 
female president / perfect daughter is a  girl scout who sells tagalogs + thin mints 
+ samoas / she was there on the day her troop was selling cookies on capitol hill + 
an adult went to the stand + told the little girls “your cookies are death” / perfect 
daughter sings the little mermaid after swimming lessons + she wears dresses 
every day to kindergarten + geez what a proud thing to have as a daughter they 
think she will become something great / they don't quite understand)

(you know that you're a boy + you say that you're a boy + most kids don't have a 
problem with that but / that group of boys hated you claiming to be one + those 
adults hated you existing + kids have to listen to adults, right? / be obedient)

(you weren’t a stereotypical kid trans boy / you actually quite like makeup + 
dresses + pink + sugar + spice + everything nice / but that doesn't mean that 
you're made of sugar + spice + everything nice / not every kid trans knows who 
they are  / you were one of the ones that knew + you listened to adults who told 
you not to be you + kids are supposed to be obedient / every day you regret + 
wonder what your life would be like if you'd gotten to be one of the kid trans 
who actually transitions)

(you gave up singing the day you came out as transgender / god what a 
disappoint(me(a)nt) you are / you were the best first soprano they could've asked 
for + they counted on you / but you couldn't stand the constant misgendering 
+ the hatred you had for your voice every time you opened your mouth even 
though everyone loved it everyone loved it / that's all that matters anyway)
 
(you are not a real being / just whatever capitalist products you make)
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of being the oldest child is the stress of having constant expectations / be perfect 
/ be perfect / be perfect / there's a reason why oldest siblings tend to be very 
political and leaderly / we're raised to always be the responsible ones + held the 
most accountable for our actions)

girls are made of sugar + spice + everything nice
boys are made of snips + snails + puppy dog tails

(you told them gender reveal parties are nasty + they told you they thought they 
were cute / but you just wish you hadn't been raised to be female / because you're 
not female / so you failed to be what they'd announced since ultrasound /talk 
about what a disappointment that makes you)
 
hello and welcome to
your gender reveal party
burn the balloons + burn the cake + arson this party down to the ground
celebrate.

the underworld + you believe in reincarnation / the underworld is temporary 
/ eventually you will fade away + rebirth jesus was a real man (+ he wasn’t 
fucking white) + he was of a real god and a real religion / you do not believe that 
there is such thing as an untrue religion / but jesus didn't help you / jupiter of the 
skies + neptune of the seas + pluto of the underworld did / so that’s where your 
loyalties lie)
 
(the day you came out as transgender your loyalties were a mess / shouldn't you 
have stayed loyal? / hello and welcome to your gender reveal party / what do 
you mean we were wrong all along + you must be wrong about your own god 
damn self)

(you're sorry you couldn't be a perfect daughter / you are instead a very strange 
son)

(a wiccan under roman gods + perfect children aren't warlocks under ancient 
gods / you hate capitalism + perfect children don't question society / you are a 
special ed kid + perfect children are neurotypical / you are transgender + perfect 
children stay content with what they're told to be / you got caught cutting yourself 
trying to kill yourself / you were medically withdrawn from college for trying 
to bring yourself to the river styx pay your fees + perfect children don't want the 
fates to cut the strings on themperfect children fear death perfect children do not 
search for death /)

(/ the british + irish myth of changelings is based on autistic children / well actually 
disabled people as a whole themselves were thought to be changelings / that’s 
something commonly talked about because we were the strange hyperintelligent 
children who behaved on entirely different social norms than everyone else / 
what would’ve happened if you lived as a changeling child? / you would’ve been 
sent off to die in some middle age forest / not much has changed because many 
autistic children are still murdered by allistic parents just for being autistic / the 
fairies never snatched us + autistic people aren’t evil fairy children / but still / 
autism is magic and magic is autism /)

(/ the myths of fairies themselves are also based on autism / autism is genetic so 
the people who were thought to be fairies and changelings in middle age europe 
are my ancestors / i wonder what we were believed to be in other cultures /)

(your parents never told you to be a perfect child + you know that / but the stress 
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SILENCE OF THE MOMENT

You stand naked in the mirror 
scan your body over
comforted that in your new home 
dysphoria is known
The things you seek to change 
have been done before you 
and when you slide into your clothes 
fear returns hungrily 
heavying your abdomen 
with memories of roles and titles
said so endearing at times 
felt so fearing at times
You forcefully untangle yourself 
from the web of expectations 
that may just be your delusion 
but you wonder and obsess 
what she will say 
when you say 
trans
you wonder and obsess 
what more she’ll feel like she’s lost 
when you say 
gender 
and you wonder how far 
she will seem to you then
even before you give her 
the benefit of the doubt.

CHARLIE BARTLETT

‘KANA’ BY TASHI 
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Tucker Lieberman is the author of Painting Dragons: What Storytellers Need 
to Know About Writing Eunuch Villains and Bad Fire: A Memoir of Disruption. 
His poems have recently appeared in Marias at Sampaguitas, Little Dog, The 
Conclusion, Esthetic Apostle, Déraciné, Neologism, and Defenestration. He has 
a story forthcoming in the Elly Blue anthology The Great Trans-Universal Bike 
Ride (expected 2021). In middle school, he wore a dress on the MacNeill/Lehrer 
NewsHour to read a haiku and was congratulated by U.S. Poet Laureate Rita 
Dove. He lives with his husband in Bogotá, Colombia.

Die Booth lives in Chester, England and enjoys painting pictures and 
exploring dark places. When not writing wild lies, he chairs a local writing 
group, and DJs at the city’s only goth night. You can read his stories in places 
like The Fiction Desk, Shoreline of Infinity and The Cheshire Prize for Literature 
anthologies. His latest collection of short stories ‘My Glass is Runn’, is out now 
and he’s currently working on a collection of spooky short stories featuring 
transgender protagonists.

Oscar Philippe is a transmasculine author of speculative fiction, living with 
his cat in a city in southern Europe. Born in 1993 he has lived in several places 
in Europe, always with an interest in history, culture, and the essence of what it 
is to be human. From 'Spring Suite' is taken from a larger collection.

Otto is on the non-binary spectrum and comes from Sweden. They make 
illustrations and aspire to become a storyteller through artistic mediums - be it 
through illustrations, games, comics, or even novels. They hope to tell a story 
from start to end one day.

Lune Loh is a core member of /S@BER, a Singaporean writing collective, 
and is currently an Undergraduate at the National University of Singapore. 
Her works have been published in Cha: An Asian Literary Journal, Cordite 
Poetry Review, 聲韻詩刊 Voice & Verse Poetry Magazine, Math Paper Press' 
SingPoWriMo 2017 & SingPoWriMo 2018, and Squircle Line Press' Anima 
Methodi anthology. 

Lynsey Lancaster lives in Lancaster with her partner Dr Terry Abbott, who 
is also an artist and had an exhibition appear at the Gregson Centre Lancaster in 
February 2019. Lancaster works as a volunteer for a local charity named Out in 
the Bay LGBT, and runs a local transwomen’s support group.

Mercury Marvin Sunderland is a gay Greek/Roman Wiccan autistic 
transgender man who was born in Seattle, where he’s lived all his life. He was 
a 2013-2015 winner of ACT Theater’s Young Playwright’s Program, a 2016 
winner of the Jack Straw Young Writer’s Program, and was hired as a paid 
representative of Youth Speaks Seattle in 2016 (for which he won a Grand Slam 
in 2017). He went off as one of the top five youth slam poets representing Seattle 
at Brave New Voices 2017, and was selected to perform slam poetry alongside 
former mayoral candidate Nikkita Oliver at the University of Washington.In 
2019 he received his first literary journal acceptance from Fearsome Critters 
Literary Magazine Volume Two, and his second from the February 2019 issue of 
Marathon Literary Review. 

Charlie Bartlett is a 26 year old black biracial queer trans agender writer. 
They were born and raised in South London, but currently live and work in San 
Francisco as a bookseller and events coordinator. They write about queerness, 
family relationship, trauma, grief, and more. Their work is informed by their own 
experience, as they strongly believe in owning your story. 

Tashi lives in Virginia with their mum, little sister and adorable dog. They 
identify as agender/non-binary and are a devout Christian who is thankful for 
every day God has given them. Art has always been very close to them, and they  
love bringing characters and stories to life. They know that life is a gift, even 
with the struggles brought on by mental health. They love life, their body and 
God. They are so thankful for all the blessings in their life and even the burdens 
as well.
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